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Abstract. The authors seek to review injection concepts for plasma based acceleration. 
It is shown that regardless of injection mechanism, resultant beams will be similar due 
to wave structure. Also, most schemes employ the same basic processes, namely the 
dephasing of electrons by laser fields, and can thus be analyzed with similar approaches. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Laser-plasma based acceleration coupled with CPA laser technology has become 
the topic of much current interest in recent years. As a part of this discussion. 
tile question arose as to how to generate and inject femtosecond-duration electron 
bunches for wake-field acceleration. Electron beam quality suitable for x-ray gener- 
ation or high-energy physics has yet to be demonstrated by use of laser wake-fields 
injected with either lqF injectors or wavebreaking. A solution to this problem was 
recent.ly proposed, [1] in which a second laser pulse, split from the same laser sys- 
tem. is used to inject an electron bunch into the wake-field. This would have several 
important advantages, including femtosecond-timescale synchronization and pulse 
durations, as well as greater simplicity. Subsequently, a number of different papers 
have proposed variations of this idea [2,3] or fl~rther analyzed this concept [4 6]. 

The concept of laser induced plasma waves to accelerate charged particles is 
itself nearly twenty years old [7]. Wake-field accelerators seek to take advantage 
of ultra-high acceleration gradients (> 10 GeV/m) for electrons based on laser- 
driven plasma waves [8-10t, possible due to the invention of compact: high-peak- 
power lasers [11 13]. The plasma-wave electric field gradients are three-orders-of- 
magnitude higher than those in conventional RF linacs, because they are not limited 
by dielectric breakdown. In fact recently, gradients on the order of 1 GeV/cm 
have been demonstrated experimentally [14], and accelerate electron beains with 
transverse emittances that  rival current electron guns. However. the plasma wave 
length is nmch shorter than that  of the IIF linac, hence the need for very short 
pulse injectors. 
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Electrons normally oscillate in the plasma wave and cannot be accelerated by 
the wake-field since they are out of phase with it, as in Fig. 1. Electrons that arc 
not part of the plasma wm,e can become trapped, or continuously accelerated by 
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FIGURE 1. Basic profile for LWFA. The pulnp pulse creates a plasma wave to accelerate 
electrons. To be accelerated, electrons must cross inside the separatrix. 

the wave, provided that  they are moving in the correct phase at nearly the phase 
velocity of the wave [15]. Since this velocity is close to the speed of light, it was 
generally thought t.hat such pre-acceleration call only be accomplished by external 
injection, such as with a conventional linac. However, the low-field gradient, (< 10 
MeV/m) [16] of a first-stage conventional linac prolongs the tilne during which 
beam elnittance can grow before the beam becomes relativistic; after this point, 
self'-generated magnetic fields Call balance the effects of space charge. 

M E T H O D S  O F  I N J E C T I O N  

The LILAC, or Laser Injected Laser ACcelerator, was proposed in [1] to solve 
the injector problems. It. consists mainly of three different stages. First a large 
amplitude wake-field is generated; second, electrons are dephased; and then thirdly, 
electrons are trapped in the pump's wake-field due to the dephasing and accelerated. 
By understanding each of the three parts involved, a description of tile injection 
process can be derived. However, the first part is beyond the scope of this paper, 
and without loss of generality: no discussion of generation mechanisms will be 
included. The process of dephasing is quite general, using secondary laser pulses 
or other methods to move electrons oscillating in the wave across the separatrix 
for acceleration. These methods Call include both the ponderomotive three or the 
direct field of the laser pulse acting on electrons or through collective effects of the 
plasma such as waves. Regardless, all methods seek to produce similar results after 
the injection process has ended. 
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The first scheme proposed, [1], used the ponderomotive force of the second; or 
injection pulse, with an orthogonal geometry to dephase electrons for trapping, 
Fig. 2 a). Besides orthogonal, other orientations of the laser pulses are also possi- 
ble, collinear or counter-propagating. The next variation was the collinear LILAC 
shown in Fig. 2 b), where the ponderomotive force drives the wave to breaking for 
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FIGURE 2. a) Schematic of the transverse LILAC accelerator concept, b) Schematic diagram 
of the eollinear LILAC. Please note that only the contours of intensity are shown. 

injection. Another scheme, [3], again uses the ponderomotive force, but now with 
two counter-propagating pulses. When overlapped, the beating produces the de- 
phasing for injection, which only occurs when the pulses are overlapped. This way 
injection is gated on and off tbr only a short period of time. 

Another way" a laser pulse inay inject electrons is through collective interactions 
with the plasma. The first example is through the use of a plasma instability, or 
the so-called self inodulated wake tield. This is based on the plasma wave generated 
from the t/amen instability, and forward scattering accelerating the electrons, for 
example see [14]. It however produces electrons in a eontinumn and is not of 
interest. An injection pulse may also produce a wake. The interaction between 
the wakes of the various pulses will dephase electrons enough for trapping and 
was studied in [5]. To do this the length of the injection pulse was shorter and 
more highly resonant than in previous studies, [6], but still used the orthogonal 
orientation. 

The ponderoinotive force is really an average of the particle's motion over many 
optical cycles, as such the dephasing is not  directly due to the electric field in the 
laser pulse. Since field amplitude of the pulse is larger than the ponderomotive 
force the use of a sub cycle pulse was proposed in [2]. This method produces a 
short bunch with minimal energy spread, needed for injection into plasma waves. 

Besides combining laser pulse characteristics, ionization or density gradients are 
other possible means to produce dephased electrons. Another effect looked at briefly 
was trapping due to edge effects. A sharp boundary in the simulation caused the 
plaslna frequency to change abruptly, going fronl zero in vacuum to full density 
in a few microns. Oscillating particles will see two frequencies as they move into 
the vacuum and return, causing them to be dephased, and possibly trapped. This 
was studied previously by two other groups [17]. Since this sharp boundary does 
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not exist in the experiment, we chose to use the solution of G. Bonnaud et. al. to 
relnove this problem from tile code, and moved tile particle boundary accordingly. 
Physical boundaries this sharp are difficult to achieve experimentally, but if some 
method were tbund it could serve as an efficient injection mechanism. 

B U N C H  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  

Electrons bunches that have been accelerated have a number of important  char- 
acteristics. These depend on the plasma wave as nmch as they depend on the 
injection process. For example, the first characteristic of interest is simply the 
number of electrons ill the bunch which is limited by beam loading [18], the limit 
where the space charge of the bunch effectively screens out the accelerating gra- 
dient. This is independent of injection method since it depends only on the wave 
amplitude and plasma density. For plasma densities of 1019cn1-3 and wave ampli- 
tude of I GeV/cm this is *~b = 7 x 108 electrons, any method of interest should be 
capable of injection this many electrons into the wm~e. 

Also ilnportailt are the energy spread of the bunch and the transverse emittance. 
Due to the short plasma wave length the accelerating gradient changes from zero 
field to more than 1 GeV/cm over only a few microns, allowing for large changes 
in electron energy even in short bunch lengths. To eliminate this problem electrons 
must be injected only over a small phase of the wave, hence the need for gating. 
The ort.hogonal laser pulse orientation also solves this problem due to short transit 
time of the injection pulse across the plasma wave. Wave breaking and longitudinal 
orientations can inject over large phase ranges giving rise to enerD~ spreads close 
to 100~. This is much more dependent on injection method than bunch number. 

As a bunch leaves the accelerator it begins to diverge which is characterized 
by the transverse emitt.ance. Like a conventional accelerating structure, a plasma 
wave has limit on tile largest emittance it can hold, or acceptance. This limit call 
be calculated from the spot size and the strength of the radial electric fields in 
the wave, an example of which appears in [5]. This may be used as a prediction of 
emittance produced in plasma wave acceleration. One finds that  this value is on the 
same order as that of more conventional RF photo-cathode guns, however in [14] a 
value of 0.2rcmm • mrad for normalized transverse emittance was measured. These 
electrons were produced through wave breaking and hence have 100% energy spread 
in contrast to the low eInittanee. However this does demonstrate experimentally 
that  with the right injection mechanisnl very low emittances are possible with 
laser-plasma based acceleration. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

In conclusion we have shown that all injection methods produce similar results, 
depending on the plasma wave as much as injection process. Additionally most 
injection schemes are variations on a few basic ideas, either directly dephasing 
electrons or using collective plasma effects. As yet no best inethod fur injection to 
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create an optimal electron lmnch for acceleration in plasma waves has been found. 
which will only be resolved through experiment since all present work has been 
based on theoretical and numeric work. 
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